
Example : Minor Area Coverage#1 Indoor 

If  your insect still persists after the 16-20 day mark.
Please Contact us as we will Move to a  worth of Help/RepellingStage 2

If , it’s  to  via the 
you  (e.g., Amazon, Walmart, Sears, etc.) 

 E-mail: info@cleanrth.com  Phone: 480-255-5113
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XX-VACTORX-VACTOR
Insect Bug Zapper and Fly Vacuum Trap All-in-One
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The X-Vactor is a very simple device to use.
Here are some examples on how the placement
of the X-Vactor can change the coverage and
ultimate results.
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As you can see in the left picture, there is
a single Cleanrth X-Vactor placed on the far
wall of the Living Room. The blue area shows
the coverage of the unit; which completely fills
up the Living Room and only slightly reaching
into the Dining Room and Kitchen area. As 
long as the problem is only in the living room 
one Cleanrth X-Vactor should be enough.
 

1) Run 24-hours a day, 7 days a week. This is a low-power consumption device that is made
    to attract flying bugs, suck them in, and trap or zap them to eliminate your problem.

2) The Cleanrth X-Vactor works best at night when all the other lights are turned off.

3) For Best results, place the Cleanrth X-Vactor as close as possible to your troubled area.

               To fully maximize the effectiveness of the Cleanrth  X-Vactor device:
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      In this second example, there are multiple problem
areas; the Living Room has House Flies, the Kitchen has
Fruit Flies, and the Master Bedroom has Moths. One 
Cleanrth X-Vactor is unable to cover the entire house,
so one device has been placed in each location.

Although the unit in the Living Room partially reaches 
the Kitchen, Fruit Flies are notoriously difficult to catch, 
so a unit placed in the immediate area Guarantees 
Greater Coverage. If your Kitchen problem is not that 
severe, you might get away with a single unit in the 
Living Room.

   
Note: Bedrooms must be treated differently from other open areas 
because bedrooms have doors, which completely closes them off 
from other rooms / traps insects inside. Even if the bedroom only has 
a small issue, a device needs to be placed in that room to guarantee 
coverage. 
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Example : Extensive Area Coverage#2 Indoor 


